
 

AUTOMATIC GATES VISION & PROMISE 

 

What is Gate-A-Mation’s Vision and Commitment? We aim to provide customer elation 

through dedicated reliable service, delivered with minimum delay, with integrity and with 

the highest quality of product available. 

 

Protecting our and our customer's assets, family and belongings with pride and honest 

communications throughout every aspect of our business activity. 

 

   
 

We promise to investigate, listen and try to explain what is a very complicated subject to 

the best of our ability, so that customers may make an informed decision. 

 

We promise to search for the cause of any issue, not just the problem and propose more 

than one solution, identifying what we see to be the best way forward in light of safer, 

reliable systems and overall user satisfaction. 

 

When mistakes are made, as often is inevitable, we will endeavour to recognise and 

correct them to the best of our ability, providing suitable explanation. 

 

We will continue to train and perfect the skills of our staff in-line with the continuing 

challenges and advances in technology, product delivery, processes and support.  

Utilising individual ability as best suits each project to maximise results. 

 

   



 

We will avoid compromise of product, quality of installation, after sales support and 

accurate communications even in the most challenging circumstances. 

 

   
 

Our support will be offered to all owners regardless of design suitability, make, age or 

condition of the system, by investigation and identification of all components their 

condition and suitability, reporting back our findings and recommendations in-line with 

our published Design Guide and Industry Code of Practice. 

 

     
 

Why is this important? Powered gates usually secure premises and when they fail 

occupants are often seriously inconvenienced, some are locked in or out of their own 

property. This has a need for immediate response and a quick solution, relying upon a 

professional accurate service from people that care. 

 

We are a company that equally respects it's customers, staff and partners, having fun 

building a future, so that it can ensure the best customer delivery for as long as possible 

 

Our passion and care can easily be misinterpreted, but it is genuinely given with sincerity 

and a driving ambition to deliver a permanent and reliable solution. 

 

Daily we are challenged and held accountable for the delivering our vision & promise! 
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